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The National Wild Turkey Federation is the premier conservation organization dedicated to
upholding and promoting America’s hunting heritage. Each year, NWTF members and volunteers
congregate for fellowship, fun and to raise money to support the NWTF’s Save the Habitat. Save
the Hunt. initiative at more than 1,400 Hunting Heritage Banquets across the country.
Once again, we present to our chapters a package with an array of quality, one-of-a-kind
products — everything from hand-made turkey calls to fine jewelry — to help them raise funds
to benefit the wild turkey and its conservation. So kick back, eat some good food and prepare
for a bidding war on these hot-ticket items.

OUR MISSION

The NWTF is dedicated to the conservation of the wild turkey and the preservation of our hunting heritage.
The mission of the National Wild Turkey Federation is no less urgent today than when it was founded in 1973. What we do in the
coming decades will be instrumental in not only enhancing wild turkey populations but also in the continuation of hunting and quality
wildlife habitat for countless species.
We're losing 6,000 acres of habitat every day. Hunters and shooting sports enthusiasts continue to fund conservation efforts through hunting
license purchases and excise taxes from the sale of firearms, ammunition and other hunting equipment. With less than 10 percent of the
American population now hunting, the funding source for conservation is decreasing. We know we can’t solve this alone. It’s bigger than one
organization. The NWTF is leading a collaborative effort to solve this issue through its Save the Habitat. Save the Hunt. initiative, and our
contribution is our dynamic volunteer base. Find out more at NWTF.org.
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Zink Calls’ custom-made box call combines
stunning Pennsylvania cherry wood on the lid with a
bottom crafted from thermally-modified hardwood,
also known as roasted poplar. The innovative
thermos-treatment process caramelizes the
sugars in the wood, giving off a rich, dark brown
appearance. This new-to-the-industry technique
also increases water and decay resistance.

Attending a banquet helps raise money for important local and national conservation work. In Vermont,
money raised has gone to numerous habitat projects and has helped purchase land in partnership with
other conservation organizations. In addition to the fundraising aspect, these events are a great social
outing with family and friends.
Brett Ladeau, Vermont NWTF State Chapter president
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STEVENS M301 TURKEY .410

A gun made for all ages, the Stevens M301 Turkey .410 is a single-shot, break action
built for new TSS loads that have transformed the .410 into a viable, lightweight turkey
gun. A removable one-piece rail allows for a turkey hunting optic, and the 26” barrel is
optimized for Heavyweight TSS that doubles the payload without the added punch.

TRISTAR RAPTOR 20 GAUGE

A 20-gauge is one of the most versatile shotguns to have in your safe, and the TriStar
Raptor takes the 20 to a new level. This semi-auto features a durable, injection-molded,
zero-plane stock and fore-end and comes standard with fiber optic front sight, three
Beretta/Benelli chokes (IC, M, F) and a ventilated butt pad.

Not everyone is a “boots-on-the-ground” type individual, but supporting the NWTF at the
banquet level and becoming a member helps in so many ways.
Patrick McFadden, NWTF Indiana State Chapter president
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Made in America or not made at all.
The Henry western-style lever-action
rifle continues a legacy of popularity
among .22 rifles. The American
walnut stock is engraved with the
NWTF logo. The 18½-inch barrel and
overall 36½-inch length gun weighs
just more than 5 pounds and is a blast
to shoot. Available at select banquets.

OR
S&W SHIELD 9MM

One million Shield owners can’t be wrong. Smith&Wesson’s M&P 9
Shield is made for concealment with its lightweight polymer frame,
single-stack magazine design and 3-inch barrel. The striker-fired,
safe-action pistol provides a short, consistent trigger pull, and a
patented takedown lever allows for easy disassembly and cleaning.
Available at select banquets.

N A T I O N A L

HENRY WESTERN-STYLE
LEVER-ACTION RIFLE

WEATHERBY VANGUARD
WEATHERGUARD 6.5 CREEDMOOR

Neither rain nor snow and sleet will slow Weatherby’s Weatherguard series of Vanguard
rifles. Chambered in the popular long-range 6.5 Creedmoor, its Monte Carlo stock is
made from ultra-tough Griptonite and the action and barrel features tough-as-nails
Cerakote protective finish. Weatherby delivers with sub-MOA accuracy guaranteed
(.99 inches or less in a three-shot group at 100 yards when used with Weatherby
ammunition), plus a match-quality two-stage trigger and many more features.
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“DOUBLE DATE”
BY RYAN KIRBY
First comes love,
then comes lead …
or Tungsten Super
Shot if you prefer.
Ryan Kirby depicts a
scene of romance and
deception. Bring in
the gobbler’s hens,
and he’ll surely follow.
The rest is up to you.
Edition: 1,500

COPPER LOOK BEVERAGE TUB

Raise your cold beverage serving to another level with
the NWTF copper-look tub and stand. The tub and
lower tray come complete with the NWTF logo in the
highly desirable copper style. Tub measures 21" D x
35" H and is 100% Zinc-galvanized iron.
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GUN CONCEALMENT BENCH

This lodge-inspired firearm concealment
bench includes a cushioned NWTF Mossy
Oak Obsession camo top, vinyl sides and a
locking internal compartment for storing up
to five long guns and other valuables.
Bench measures 51" W x 17" D x 20" H.

F E D E R A T I O N

TABLETOP
FIREPLACE
LANTERN SET

“THE CANDIDATE”
TURKEY SCULPTURE
BY PAUL RHYMER

This candidate needs no endorsement.
He’s the frontrunner and the greatest
of all game birds. Cast your vote for
the wild turkey by displaying this faux
bronze strutter in your home or office.
An NWTF exclusive, Paul Rhymer’s cast
sculpture reminds us daily why we work
to Save the Habitat. Save the Hunt.
Edition: 1,500
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Light your outdoor
space with an open
flame from these
tabletop fireplace
lanterns. The set
includes a tall 27.5"
lantern and a smaller
19.5" lantern. Each
include the NWTF
logo and use burnsafe Ethanol fuel (not
included).

“SUNRISE BUCK”
BY EDDIE LEROY

We all dream of seeing
this bruiser at daybreak.
If you can’t put him on
the wall, hang Eddie
LeRoy’s giclée instead as
a reminder of what could
appear as light creeps in
around you during the
next morning hunt.
Edition: 1,500
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TURKEY TAIL FEATHER
WINDMILL CLOCK

Bringing a bit of the old times into your
home or office is a breeze. This nostalgic
wall clock is patterned after an early
prairie windmill and features galvanizedlook, turkey-feather-shaped metal vanes
and a classic, rustic appeal.

MOSSY OAK BOTTOMLAND TRUNK SET

Our exclusive set of three trunks with NWTF Mossy Oak Bottomland pattern are
functional and highly sought after. With the small 12" H x 11" W x 19.75", medium
14.25" H x 13.5" W x 23.75" and large 16.5" H x 16" W x 27.5", there’s a trunk that is
just the right size for any home décor space.

WICKED SERIES ZINK BOX CALL

Born from Zink Calls and NWTF Grand National Champion
custom call maker Marlin Watkins, the Wicked Series Box
is a traditional-style box call constructed from poplar and
extremely dense bloodwood. A double-sided design
produces different tones so you can emulate multiple hens.
With Watkins' trademark style to “put the turkey in the call,”
these versatile, natural turkey sounds are spot-on, from soft
calling to loud locating, and everything in between.
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W.R. CASE STAR
SPANGLED KNIFE
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The NWTF Knife of the Year is a true patriot
— the W.R. Case Star Spangled Knife. It
features a smooth natural bone handle with
basic trapping and skinning blades. It is
lightweight with Case Tru-Sharp stainless
steel blades that hold their edges longer
than conventional steel and are corrosion
resistant. Jack Paluh’s “A Brother’s Prayer”
artwork is included in lid of the jeweled
display box. NWTF logo on blade and lid.
Dimensions: 4.13" closed

WILLIAMSBURG
TRADITIONAL ROCKER
“TATTLE-TAIL”
BY MELISSA BALL

Dog lovers unite. They may be up to no good
as portrayed here in Melissa Ball’s giclée, but
it won’t be long before they’re hunting and
retrieving birds afield.
Edition: 1,500

Choose form and function with
our traditional heirloom rocker,
complete with antique, brass
nail detail, features an espresso
leatherette seat, scroll arms and
lathe-turned front posts. It is
handcrafted from rich chestnut
elm and will complement any
home décor.
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NWTF COLLECTOR
KNIFE SET

Display your love of the
wild turkey with this World
Slam inspired knife set. Five
knives feature a different
North American wild turkey
subspecies etched into each,
and one features the Ocellated
turkey. Wood handles with
white bone accents top them
off in an attractive, hinged
display case with a glass lid.

TANZANITE PENDANT

"MOUNTAIN MUSIC"
BY JAY KEMP

This bugling brute is the centerpiece of any
room or office space. Your next fall hunt out
West is calling, and so is this majestic six-by-six
bull elk. Don’t pass him up. Edition: 1,500
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Be the star of the party or a night
on the town with this beautiful
simulated tanzanite pendant
accented with cubic zirconia set
in sterling silver. Includes an 18”
sterling silver chain.

TANZANITE EARRINGS

The perfect accompaniment
to the pendent featured here,
these stylish simulated tanzanite
earrings accented with cubic
zirconia and set in sterling silver
will turn people’s heads.
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ALPS TALL
DIRECTOR’S
CHAIR SET
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Take your next outdoor
adventure to new heights.
These elevated director’s
chairs with padded armrest
and backrest provide comfort
while seated and fold flat for
storage and transport. The
sturdy powder-coated steel
frame has a weight capacity
of 325 pounds.

INTELLIGENT DAVY
CROCKETT PELLET GRILL

N A T I O N A L

This Wi-Fi enabled pellet grill by Green
Mountain Grills is the ultimate portable
intelligent grill for summer. It comes with a
digital Wi-Fi controller (for iOS or Android
applications), a meat probe, a peaked lid
for rib racks, a convenience tray with utensil
hooks, and Sense-Mate, a thermal sensor to
constantly monitor grill temperature. The grill
can run on 12 volt-DC or 120 volt-AC, so it’s
perfect for home or on the go while camping,
hunting or tailgating. Folding legs make
transport a breeze.

CLAM QUICK-SET ESCAPE
SCREEN SHELTER

Ready to use right out of the box, this six-sided
screen shelter with NWTF logo requires no
assembly and sets up in just 45 seconds. It’s a
perfect shelter for outdoor activities such as
camping, picnics, family gatherings or for the
long days at the kid’s soccer games.
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BROWNING BURL
WOOD KNIFE

The legendary blade
company does it again with
this beautifully crafted 8.25"
Browning hunting knife. Its
3.75" satin-finish, stainless
blade features the NWTF
logo engraved on one side.
A brown, finger-grooved,
burl wood handle, stainless
guard and a black Nylon
sheath top off this stylish
edged tool.

DOUBLE-BARREL
SHOTGUN
SERVING TRAY

Any hunter would proudly serve
cheese, meat and crackers from this
beautiful, wooden Charcuterie board. It
features two shotgun handles for easy
carrying and the NWTF logo.

SAVANNAH
DECORATIVE
CONTAINERS

Creatively store away
smaller items in these three
stylish containers. Made of
100% galvanized iron, the
set includes a
small 7" x 11", medium
9" x 13.25" and a large
15.15" x 16.5" container.
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CUSTOM NWTF BOOT TRAY

FEATHERWEIGHT
MOSSY OAK
OBSESSION KNIFE
A trio of quality — the
NWTF, Mossy Oak and
Browning — combines
to offer a classic bird and
trout fixed-blade design.
An excellent field knife
featuring the NWTF
Mossy Oak Obsession
camo pattern. Includes
a leather belt sheath.
Dimensions: 7" overall,
31/8" blade

N A T I O N A L

Your tracks stop here. The powder-coated, galvanized-steel construction
of the custom NWTF Boot Tray comes in a stylish copper finish. The
raised-relief design helps items dry faster. Matches all interior décor, and
keeps your floors track-free. It’s also perfect for wet umbrellas or potted
plants. Dimensions: 34" L x 14" W x 2.5" H

BOYT H15 COMPACT, DOUBLE
HANDGUN/ACCESSORY CASE

Your protection deserves its own
fortification. Boyt’s Double Handgun
Case is constructed of high density 120D
no-break polypropylene for superior
security and protection for your pistols
and accessories. Steel, powder-coated
draw latches and a dust-proof O-ring
gasket to keep dirt, grime and moisture
out. Weighs 5 pounds.
Dimensions: 15" L x 11½"H x 4½" W
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NWTF/MOSSY OAK
CEILING FAN

Our NWTF banquets are
designed to be a fun night out
with great food and great
people who love wildlife and
the outdoors. Most attendees
say they look forward to our
NWTF banquet for the prizes,
a great meal and a chance to
meet new friends. Come join in
on the fun!
David Worwood, Utah State
Chapter president
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This custom NWTF ceiling fan
showcases walking turkeys in metal
around the center light fixture.
Reversible blades with tail feather
hardware lets you choose between
NWTF/Mossy Oak Obsession or a
distressed barn wood pattern.

WOOD AND METAL CRATE SET

Two are always better than one when it comes to crates. This set of
wood and metal crates have the NWTF logo and are ready to fill with
home décor items, your Turkey Country magazines or your favorite
blankets. Larger crate measures 18" L x 13" W x 10" H, the smaller
14.5" L x 11" W X 8.5" H. Accessories not included.
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ALPS VANTAGE
BINO HARNESS
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ALPS OutdoorZ’s run-'n'-gun style
binocular harness with front U-shape
design and adjustable closure allows
easy access for a variety of bino sizes.
The padded back panel accommodates
one pot call and two strikers. A Molle
system incorporated on one side and
the bottom provide attachment points
for a rangefinder pocket, box call
pocket or other Molle accessories. Two
side mesh pockets hold diaphragm calls
and provide airflow to keep calls fresh.
Comes in NWTF Mossy Oak Obsession.

MIKE PENTECOST
WOODHAVEN CALL

This limited edition Woodhaven call, built exclusively for NWTF
Hunting Heritage banquets, is constructed of American cherry
wood using Woodhaven’s famous Vision pot call profile. The inside
sound board is constructed of quarter-sawn American cherry
wood and has been reverse-image laser engraved to showcase
the NWTF logo. Friction at its finest, the call features a crystal top
playing surface and includes a hickory two-piece striker and an
American black walnut display base (not shown).

AVIAN-X HDR HEN

The Heavy-Duty Realism (HDR) line of
turkey decoys from Avian-X is the new
standard when it comes to coaxing
in wary gobblers. Blow-molded into
reality from hand-carved designs,
these decoys harness unbeatable
detail and durability. Includes two
interchangeable heads for agressive
and submissive postures.
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National Wild Turkey Federation

770 Augusta Road | P.O. Box 530 | Edgefield, South Carolina
Phone: (803) 637-3106 | Fax: (803) 637-0034 | NWTF.org

COMMITTEE AND CHAPTER APPAREL

To bring you new choices for Committee and Chapter apparel,
we have partnered with more suppliers. Ordering directly from
each should prove faster and easier. Choose from camo-trimmed
sport shirts, performance shirts and a variety of T-shirts. See the
new styles and ordering instructions at NWTF.org/chapter-shirts

